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Foxberry raises $100mm for
LeCap Asset Management’s new
equity market neutral sustainable
fund
Press release
London, 2 October 2019: Foxberry Ltd has successfully sourced in excess
of $100mm for LeCap Asset Management’s new sustainable fund.
LeCap Global Equity Fund follows a strategy that aims to be uncorrelated by investing systematically in an equity portfolio intending to replicate the performance otherwise achieved by large teams of discretionary
fundamental Equity Long/Short managers.
The sustainable agenda is embedded in LeCap’s investment process with
the dual objective of reducing the associated risks to the portfolio and
positioning it for a positive impact. For example, the strategy excludes the
following industries: energy equipment & services, oil, gas consumable fuels,
metals & mining, electric utilities, gas utilities, multi utilities, aerospace &
defence and tobacco.
LeCap’s investment model has been refined by CIO Christian Dalban
over many years as he built and led large multi-PM investment units at
BlueCrest, Nomura and Millennium.
David Sahlin, Chairman at Foxberry commented: “Sustainability is high
on the agenda of our clients, and we are committed to enable sustainable
investment strategies. We are pleased to raise capital for LeCap’s actively
managed fund.”

Note to editors
About Foxberry
Foxberry is a London based provider of investable indices and strategies,
offering structuring, analysis and advanced technological capabilities as an
independent partner. Foxberry is authorised and regulated by the FCA and
registered under the EU benchmark regulation. More information about
Foxberry is available on: https://www.foxberry.com. For press enquiries,
please contact press@foxberry.com.
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About LeCap Asset Management Limited
LeCap Asset Management Limited is an innovative alternative asset management company registered in the United Kingdom. LeCap is authorised
and regulated by the FCA.

Disclaimer
This is for information purposes only and does not constitute marketing.
Nothing contained in this document constitutes investment, legal, tax or
other advice nor is to be relied upon in making an investment or other
decision.
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